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other items. All vehicles sold as-is, no warranty. We do encourage you to see the car in person
or hire a 3rd party inspector. Use of our lifts and test drives are available with scheduled
appointments. We are happy to answer your questions and requests as thoroughly as possible.
We reserve the right to end a listing early. Volo Auto Museum attempts to provide accurate
information on the automobile listed above. Please confirm all vehicle options, accessories and
price with a sales associate to assure accuracy. Please call to make arrangements for payment
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for specific fees and rates. Full size photos Video. Stock :. The quarters, fenders and doors are
original. I did not find any bubbles or damage. The gaps are right on, the body line is straight. It
was media blasted then painted desirable B-5 blue with some pearl. The paint is beautiful, metal
flake is laid out nicely and the clear coat is polished to a very smooth glossy finish. Even the
jambs are clean and shiny. Under the doors are clean metal. The bumblebee stripe is painted
around the back and there is a flat black hood patch on the sport hood. Up front the grill is in
real nice shape, bumper looks like it's been rechromed. It has an original antenna, door handles
and stainless trim. The chrome sport mirrors and pop up gas cap look new. In back the bumper
is bright, tail light is excellent. The vinyl top is in excellent shape. It has good original glass with
a new windshield. The weather strips have been replaced recently. The 15 inch chrome Magnum
wheels look new. Heavy duty screw in studs hold the rear wheels on. The front seats have new
cushions, they're nice and firm. There's new carpet down on the floor along with a pistol grip
4-speed. In front of me is an original dash pad in amazingly good condition, only a very small
crack at the corner of the speaker. It has rallye gauges, the clock has quartz movement. There
are new oil and water gauges down below for more accurate reading. The headliner and visors
are real nice. The plastic side panels are excellent. It has seat belts front hand back. Overall very
nice. It's a stroked Hemi making hp on pump gas. It has aluminum Indy heads, aluminum intake
with dual Carter Competition carbs. It uses premium fittings, braided fuel lines and a fuel
regulator. TTI headers let it exhale. It does run cool, upgraded aluminum radiator and overflow
bottle. The engine bay is nice clean metal, doesn't look like it's been rusted or damaged. It has

the original fender tag still in place and the number on the core support and on the cowl match
the vin. It does have a rubber mat. Bottom of the trunk lid and the jamb are painted glossy. It
has new weather strip. Looking up inside the quarters there's no cuts or splices, the factory
seams in the jamb are nice and clean. It has an extra capacity oil pan and a heavy duty scatter
shield around the flywheel. The 18 spline Hemi 4-speed trans was completely rebuilt and shifts
smooth. There are 3. The front looks like it was rebuilt. It has frame connectors welded into the
floor to prevent body twist. In back it has a set of Caltrac tubular control arms. The big, fat set of
twisty coated headers look really cool. They hook up to a fat exhaust with a crossover pipe,
Dynamax mufflers and the factory chrome square tips coming out through the valance. The fuel
tank, pump and fuel line look newer. It has disc brakes in front. The floors look to be rock solid
original metal. I, Jay Grams, take pride in personally writing the descriptions for virtually every
car for about the last 30 years now. A significant amount of effort goes into fact checking. What
I am offering is my professional impression of the vehicle. Our salesmen are happy to assist
with descriptions and making sure your questions are answered. One great suggestion is letting
us do a walk around video that explains the car's condition in detail. Don't be intimidated,
contact sales now for a no pressure, no hassle experience! Vehicle Description. Vehicle
Warranty. About Volo Auto Museum. No other collector car dealer has been in business longer
than the Volo Auto Museum. Owned and operated by the Grams family since We are the only
collector car dealer that has 4 generations of experience with buying, selling and consigning
classic autos. For our family, classic cars are more than a business, it is a passion. Buying a
classic car can be exciting, but also stressful. We want to take the stress out of your buying
experience by allowing you the time and tools you need to get to know the car you are
interested in before making your investment, not after. Unlike auctions, we allow test drives, 3rd
party inspections, the use of our shop and car lift. No reasonable request will be turned down.
After reviewing your quality collector car, we will discuss the options we have available to you
and let you decide what works best for you. Unlike percentage based programs with fees; we
work with a no fee, net to owner. This allows us the opportunity to treat and market your car as
if it were our own. So, we are more aggressive in selling your car! Contact us for more details.
Terms and Conditions. Finance, Warranty, Shipping question? Call the dealer at General Terms.
We have established relationships with lenders that specialize in classic cars. Fees and Taxes.
Restored by Graveyard Carz which is documented with photos and videos from the T. The dash
pad and inside trunk lid is signed by the Graveyard Carz cast. Featured in the April issue of
Chrysler Power magazine. The cover and page of article was signed by Graveyard Carz owner
Mark Worman. The magazine is included. This vehicle is one of one in this high impact color
and powertrain combination with a sunroof in the MMC Detroit Global Vehicle Registry. Original
VIN tag and Fender tag. Original Plum Crazy high impact color. Highly optioned vehicle. This
vehicle was most likely used as a sales and marketing promotional vehicle based on it being a
special order and highly optioned vehicle. This is truly a rare opportunity! Marc Schiliro â€” The
Owner. Skip to main content. Add to Watchlist. This listing has ended. Ships to:. This amount is
subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable
customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Buyer is responsible
for vehicle pickup or shipping. Jan 27, PST. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or
contact seller for shipping options. See details. Seller's other items. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. I specialize in beautiful classic vehicles that are at a higher level of
quality than most being advertised for sale. I only collect number one and number two condition
vehicles that are already completed. We slightly redesign them, service them and detail them.
The vehicles are sold to previous customers, referrals and are sold from advertising on various
websites, online auctions and live auctions. I consider myself to be an expert in the classic car
business and would like to put my experience to work for you. This location was established in
A private viewing of a vehicle can be made scheduled by appointment Monday through Friday. I
stand behind every vehicle we sell. When you call you deal directly with me. I know each vehicle
well and will go over the vehicle of your interest in full detail. I promise to make the process
from start to finish easy and enjoyable. I take a lot of pride in this business and our reputation
reflects that. I appreciate the opportunity to earn your business. Thank you. I've been collecting
classic cars and trucks for over 25 years now and have seen a lot happen. I've seen the hobby
continue to grow not only on the internet and auctions but also with the amount of television
shows, magazines and websites that are related to classic cars in some form or another. I
strongly believe the classic car market is a great place to invest in. When the economy is
strong, the classic car market is extremely strong. When the economy isn't so strong the
classic car market holds its own. I've sold classic cars and trucks in both economic conditions.

The reason classic cars make such a great investment is because people are crazy about cars,
especially classic cars. I've learned it's not just people in the United States but its people all
over the world. Over the years I've noticed that the higher quality classic cars have always
commanded a higher price. Even people who don't have any classic car experience can
recognize and appreciate attention to detail. Over the last 20 years the overall market has been
very strong and I believe it will continue to grow. Certain classic cars prices are on the rise and
others are on the decline. Of course, if the car is a rare model and spectacular it will command a
higher price as I mentioned. Desirable factory correct classic cars that are documented with
matching numbers always make solid investments. Custom cars have remained strong because
each car is different from the next one. They each have their own character and there worth
what people are willing to pay. I was very passionate about classic cars and trucks so I decided
to sell them part time. Overall things were going just fine but my dream was to open my own
classic car and truck dealership. I decided to give up my full time job with health insurance and
a K to open a new classic and truck dealership. The bottom line is I went all in. This car is in
show quality condition and only has miles since completion. It was most likely used as a sales
and marketing promotional vehicle based on it being a special order and highly optioned
vehicle. It sports its original Plum Crazy high impact color. This vehicle is one of only 37, Dodge
Challengers in the Mopar registry. This car was restored by Graveyard Carz which is
documented with photos and videos from the T. The dash pad and inside trunk lid is signed by
the Graveyard Carz cast during the time of the build. It was featured in the April issue of
Chrysler Power magazine that is included. As the Trim tag indicates this car was and had the
following options. As the broadcast sheet indicates this car rare code M51 which was the rare
factory power sunroof. Listed below are details on the Dodge Challenger Sunroof Cars.
American Sunroof Corporation ASC established a facility in the Detroit area in the late 60's to
install Golde style power sunroofs in a select few cars models coming out of the Detroit
assembly plants. This caught the attention of Chrysler, and a deal was struck with ASC to install
their power sunroof in Dodge Chargers for the model year. Even with the low production
numbers, the option was continued on the Charger, and expanded to the new Challenger. Cars
that were ordered or designated to have an ASC power sunroof were initially started down the
assembly line, then pulled off the line at a certain point to be shipped off to ASC's facility. After
ASC installed the power sunroof, the cars were shipped back to the factory where final
assembly was completed. Vinyl tops were required on all sunroof cars. This was a time saving
measure for ASC, and a cost saving measure for Chrysler. ASC didn't have to be careful with
the metal and paint around the sunroof area during the installation. Once the sunroof assembly
was installed, they covered up any scratches and dings with a little filler and primer, and then
installed the vinyl roof. With all the extra logistics involved in offering a sunroof, you might
think that this option was an expensive one. You would be correct! The option code for the
power sunroof is M51, but this code does not appear on the fender tag. What usually appears on
the fender tag to identify "factory" power sunroof Challengers is a special six digit vehicle order
number VON. The VON will start with K00 for "factory" sunroof cars. Unlike the Chargers that
followed this VON rule, something different occurred with the 70 Challenger line. Several 70
sunroof Challengers did not receive a K00 VON, but the option shows up on the broadcast
sheets. The current working theory is that Challengers ordered up directly from Headquarters or
the Assembly plant got the special VON, while 70 Challengers ordered by customers through
dealerships got the standard numeric VON. On the following pages are all the surviving Dodge
Challenger sunroof cars that I have run across since I started documenting this rare option.
Many thanks to all that have helped me track down these cars - esp. Dan P. This detailed report
is pictured in the photo gallery and included. The car was built on Hamtramck on Aug. Does
anyone know what the M code is? I was told it was for special cars designated for show
purposes. Either way, it was great to find information for this car prior to it the ownership with
Graveyard Carz. From the information gathered this car was in a storage unit prior to it being
purchased by Graveyard Carz. A photo with the gallery shows this car coming out of the
storage unit. From the information gathered Graveyard Carz purchased the car sometime in The
car was featured in the August issue of Chrysler Power magazine. The five page article was
written by Mark Worman and he signed page This car was featured on season 3 which started
on January 7, and ended April 1, for a total of 13 episodes. The car has some engine issues and
returned in Season 5, Episode 5 for an engine replacement. Some of the You Tube video links to
the show and articles about the car are listed below. Printed copies of the forums from Moparts
and the August issue of Chrysler Power magazine are included. The body shell is all original
with exception of the trunk floor. During the restoration the hood, fenders, doors and trunk lid
were replaced. The body is very straight with great gaps throughout. The hood, doors and trunk
lid close very nicely. The car sports its original color of Plum Crazy with a black rear stripe. This

is one of the most desirable Mopar colors among collectors and enthusiasts. The PPG paint is
show quality and virtually flawless. The paint color is complemented with a new black vinyl top
that looks great. The sunroof is barely noticeable with the vinyl top. The front windshield was
replaced new. All of the remaining glass is original and in good condition with normal signs of
age. All of the window trim was restored or replaced and is in very nice condition. The bright
work on top of the doors and rear quarter is in good condition with normal signs of age.
Everything on the exterior has been restored or replaced and is in excellent condition. Some of
these parts include the wipers, antenna, hood pins, grille, headlights, front bumper, drivers
mirror, door handles, luggage rack, rear tail light bezel, lenses, rear bumper and emblems. The
interior of this car is also in beautiful overall condition. The upholstery is complemented with
simulated wood trim on steering wheel, dash fascia, center console and door panels. Everything
in the interior was restored or replaced such as the rear view mirror, gauges, knobs, switches,
heating controls, steering column, steering wheel, door panels, door hardware, power windows
switches, console, shifter, bucket seats, rear seats, seat belts, pedals and carpeting. Everything
in the interior is in working order with exception of the radio. Some of the working items include
the interior lights, headlights, turn signals, horn, gauges, clock, key buzzer, remote mirror,
heating system and power windows. The trunk compartment is also in beautiful overall
condition. It was restored and finished in body color. It has a spare saver with tools and a
factory style trunk mat. The engine compartment is highly detailed with many correct parts
throughout. The backside of the hood was finished in body color and new hood insulation was
added. The entire engine compartment was also finished in body color. Everything has been
restored or replaced such as the hinges, wiring, wiper motor, wiper fluid bottle, power brake
booster, master cylinder, power steering pump, hoses, radiator, fan, etc. The engine was
completely rebuilt on Graveyard Carz Season 5, Episode 5. The engine that was originally
installed when the car was restored had a mechanical failure so the owner brought the car back
to Graveyard Carz. It runs and sounds excellent. The engine breathes through factory manifolds
and a correct style dual exhaust system. The engine is coupled to a period correct Torque Flite
transmission. From the information gathered this transmission was completely rebuilt. It
operates very nicely through the gears. From the information gathered the rear end was
completely rebuilt. The undercarriage is nicely detailed with many correct parts throughout. The
floors were first finished in body color and then a portion was covered in the correct style black
undercoating. Everything was restored or replaced such as the fuel lines, fuel tank, steering
components, suspension components and braking system. This car rides and handles very
nicely down the open road. A reproduction steering column lock instruction tag and engine
starting tag are included. We service and detail every vehicle unlike most classic vehicles that
are currently being advertised for sale. This is documented with an invoice pictured below.
Please understand every vehicle needs something. Some vehicles just need a lot more than
others. I price my classic vehicles competitive based on the current market values. I would
challenge anyone to find a comparable vehicle for less. Please make sure your comparing the
vehicles history, recent documented service work, all options and the entire vehicles overall
condition from top to bottom. We document this work with an invoice that is pictured in the
photos. I will tell you everything I know about it. There will be no pressure. My goal is to make
sure the vehicle is the right fit for you. Inspection Report. Unfortunately most classic vehicles
that are being advertised for sale by dealers, private parties and auctions aren't exactly what are
being advertised for sale. This is an industry with no real guidelines and everyone's opinion is
completely different. Another example would be a classic vehicle is being advertised as a full
restoration when indeed only a few things have been restored. There are many classic vehicles
listed for sale that have cosmetic and mechanical issues with such items as the body, paint,
glass, lights, body hinges, gauges, window components, steering components, upholstery,
engine leaks and tuning, radiators, transmission, rear end, brake components and suspension
components. The consumers are spending thousands of dollars repairing the classic vehicles
they've purchased after the sale. I personally have selected these vehicles and take pride in
what I represent. I'm not a classic car dealer who is only looking to make a quick buck. This
business is my career and my reputation which means everything to me. I do the best of my
ability to represent quality classic cars and advertise them honestly. I personally have seen,
touched and driven this vehicle. I'll personally go over the entire vehicle and tell you everything
I know about it. Why buy from MS Classic Cars? Deal directly with the owner Marc Schiliro when
you call or email. The service work is documented with an invoice that is pictured in the photos.
Competitive rates and terms are available. Customer satisfaction is our 1 goal. Classic cars and
trucks make great investments and are extremely fun to own. The classic car and truck market
is growing every day. Get your new classic car or truck today. You only live once, if you can
afford it, do it! I do the best I can to represent my classic cars and trucks. My results, feedback

and reputation speak for themselves. I have a beautiful showroom with excellent lighting and a
lift for a complete inspection if requested. Inspections will be scheduled by appointment only.
The closest airport is Providence, RI. I can arrange to pick up at the airport. Please call or email
for any questions. Back to home page Return to top. Copyright Experian Information Solutions,
Inc. All rights reserved. Experian provides these reports to you on an "as is" basis and eBay is
not responsible or liable for the comprehensiveness or accuracy of the reports. If you have any
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Unfortunately most classic vehicles that are being advertised for sale by dealers, private parties
and auctions aren't exactly what are being advertised for sale. I sell our classic cars and trucks
very quickly because consumers see the value. I look forward to working with you. Please read
the company website testimonials and read our reviews online. Thank you for the opportunity!
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